Art On The Trail Installations - 2018-2019
Art On The Trail 2018/19 at Lake Roland is a unique opportunity for Maryland artists to showcase their work
in the natural beauty of Lake Roland. Celebrating the combination of art and nature with engaging installations
that are stimulating and thought provoking. Park visitors can view these sculptures as they hike
along the Red and Blue Trails.

“Camera Natura II”, Map Location #C
Artist – Geoff Delanoy

Camera Natura is a play on the term camera
obscura which is Latin for “dark chamber”.
Camerae obscurae have been used as
drawing aids since the Renaissance and are
precursors to the modern camera. The great
American photographer Dorothea Lange
stated: “The camera is an instrument that
teaches people how to see without a camera.”
It is my hope that taking a moment to view
Lake Roland from a different perspective will
allow visitors to experience this landscape
in a new way.

“Sonshine”, Map Location #E

Artists Kerri and Hayes Classen

The sticks used in our piece were
gathered by my son, over time as he walked
and played outside. Natural twine was used to
bind the sticks together.
Their formation became a representation of
nature and simplicity, creativity and
invention, and most importantly, the love between a mother and child.
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“Etoile des Bois”, Map Location #K

Artists – Lucy M Hubbard, Fife Hubbard
Lead Engineer – Charles Nass
The star of the woods is meant to be a beacon
for passers by. By noticing our sculpture
we hope people also appreciate and investigate the canopy of the forest.
Materials: mahogany and stainless steel.

.

“Invitation”, Map Location #J

Artist – Robin Williams
Assisted by – Michael Burdinski
Invitation is a creative interpretation of the
Native American Medicine healing mandala.
It invites us to pause and reflect on our place in
the interrelated web of life and on the beauty
of natural materials and elements.
Sit and contemplate a Seven Grandfather
Teaching; truth, respect, courage, love,
honesty, humility, and wisdom and honor the
indigenous people who first lived on and
loved this Lake Roland Park land.

